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“To provide effective solutions through 
innovative products and high quality service.”
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Terms & Conditions
Pricing:
We make every effort to ensure that all the information contained within our price lists and quotes are complete 
and accurate. Quickscrews International Corporation reserves the right to make any changes or corrections to 
any information which may have been published in error. Part numbers, quantities, and weights are subject to 
change without notice.

Freight Policy:
All orders are FOB shipping origin. We reserve the right to ship orders from any of our warehouse locations at 
our discretion.
We offer our Distributor Partners the benefit of the only No Minimum "Drop-Ship" policy in our industry. 
Drop shipped orders will not be billed 3rd party or freight collect. Note that shipments made to branch locations 
within your own company are not deemed to be "drop shipments" but normal orders.
All Online Orders are subject to a $2.00 handling charge.

Notification of Errors:
Shipping errors must be documented in writing to our Customer Service department within 5 days of receipt of 
merchandise. We must be notified of any shortages within 5 days of receipt of merchandise. Shortages will not 
be credited unless noted on trucking company bill of lading at time of delivery. All requests need to be in writing. 
You may e-mail to: jwiener@quickscrews.com or fax to: 925-371-8267.

Returns:
All returns must have an RGA issued to receive credit. All products that are not deemed defective must be 
returned within 30 days of Invoice date. Returns can be subject up to a 30% Restocking charge. All requests must 
be in writing. You may request a return by e-mail to: jwiener@quickscrews.com or fax to: 925-371-8267

Carton Quantities/Weights:
We make every effort to ensure the published carton quantities and weights are accurate, but make no 
guarantees and such information is subject to change without notice.

Pack Quantities/Weights:
We make every effort to ensure the published pack quantities, packs per case, and weights are accurate, but 
make no guarantees and such information is subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to ship pack 
orders to the nearest full case quantities.

Warranty:
All products are produced to standard and commercial tolerances. We warranty products to be free from defects 
in materials and manufacturing. When we have determined that a product is defective, it will be replaced. At our 
discretion, a credit may be issued instead of replacement. Our liability is limited to the cost of the defective 
product only. No other warranty is implied.

Liability:
The customer shall be responsible for testing and verifying the suitability of the product for intended use. No 
warranty for intended use is implied. The customer assumes all risk and liability. Our only obligation is 
replacement or credit for product proven defective. We shall not be deemed liable for any loss or damage that 
may occur from the use or inability to use the product.
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Assembly Screws - Cabinet Assembly Screws

The original Quickscrews design, the assembly screws have a deep coarse
thread for extra holding power and are heat-treated for added strength. 
The type 17 auger point allows for quicker starting, while the nibs under 

When working with hardwood assembly applications, our patented Quickcutter™ 
thread is your best option because the type 17 point and extra slot in the thread 
allows the screws to be driven without pre-drilling a pilot hole; less torque is 
required to drive the screws; and the extra coarse thread provides great holding 
power. The Quickcutter™ is designed to force the wood dust up and out of the 
hole, eliminating the need to back the screw out and re-drive it.   



Assembly Screws - Cabinet Assembly Screws
Cabinet A

ssem
bly Screw

s

The round washer head can be used in any application where the head
does not need to be countersunk. The advantage is that the material 
pulls together much better using this head. The type 17 auger point
helps prevent splitting and allows for quicker starting.



Assembly Screws - Funnel Head Screws, Confirmat Screws and Decking Screws

The funnel head screws are the ideal fastener for melamine and 
hardwoods where splitting is common. The type 17 auger point with 
the lead spiral thread eliminates almost all splitting and the need for 
pre-drilling. The screw’s double-serrated head helps sink the head 

C

as well as providing greater “pull-out” resistance and 

used in assembling frameless cabinets. We stock a wide 

coarse thread, and blunt or sharp points.

The ACQ Quickcutters™ are for outdoor use with decks, fences and outdoor 
furniture. The ultraguard coating protects the steel screw against ACQ treated 
lumber. The Quickcutter™ extra coarse thread minimizes pre-drilling, allows for 
stress-free faster driving, greater holding power and reduced splitting. 



Cabinet Installation Screws
Cabinet Installation Screw

s

The patented double auger 
Quickcutter™ extra coarse 
thread with type 17 point and 
slot in the thread is used when 
installing into wood studs. The 
cutter on the shank taps the 
thread in the wood, reducing 
the amount of torque required 
to drive the screw and 

in all hardwoods. 

The Woodwork Institute (WI) approved QX² 
multipurpose installation screws work in 
wood & metal studs. The hi-low thread 
provides greater holding power in wood 
studs, while reducing binding in metal studs. 
The self-piercing point allows for instant 
starting, quicker penetration, and stress-free 
driving.

Sheet metal installation screw for wood studs.

Designed for frame to frame cabinet attachment.

Used for installing white melamine cabinets.

Self-drilling installation screws for light, medium, or heavy gauge metal studs

The Torx (Star) Drive has been primarily used in the automotive industry, but it is 
becoming increasingly popular in construction. It features a 6-degree drive angle 
which requires less torque to drive. Furthermore, Torx heads were designed to 
prevent cam-out, and radial forces are drastically reduced, resulting in longer tool life. 



Pocket Hole Screws

For use in automated pocket hole machine

For Castle or
Kreg Jig style 
applications, use 
the modified
pan head pocket 
hole screws.

Pocket hole 
screws with fine 
thread are used 
in hardwoods 
such as oak and 
maple.

Pocket hole screws 
with coarse thread 
provide great holding 
power in softer 
woods like melamine 
and particleboard.

When working with red 
oak or melamine, pocket 
hole screws with hi-low 
thread are the best, with 
less strip-out in the 
woods.

The Quickcutter™ thread 
was developed for the most 
dense hardwoods. The extra 
cut works like a metal tap 
and eliminates most 
splitting.

For Kreg Jig style
applications, use
the round washer
head pocket hole
screws.

The round washer head works best
with plywood, particleboard, and other 
softwoods. The wider coverage holds 
strong and prevents the head from 
pulling through the wood.

The type 17 auger 
point provides quicker 
starting, reduces 
splitting and need for 
a pilot hole.

The zinc finish 
will not leave
an oily residue 
on the finished 
product.



Drawer Front Adjusting Screws and Drywall Screws
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Hardware Screws - Drawer Slide Screws

For full extension ball bearing
drawer slides, we recommend

power and reduced “spin-out” 
and “pull-out” in multiple 

intended to be used in metal

boxes, but can also be used in 



Hardware Screws - Drawer Slide Screws, Hinge Screws and Edge Screws
H
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Small screws for a wide variety of hardware
applications.

Hardware screws with type 17 auger points are 
great for attaching items to the edge of 
hardwoods, but work in many wood applications.



Hardware Screws - Drawer Slide Screws, Hinge Screws, Twinfast Screws and Sheet Metal Screws

Designed with a larger outside head diameter

are manufactured with countersink holes that

fully-threaded and make excellent fasteners for 



Hardware Screws - Pan Head Hinge and Edge Screws
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Full line of pan head screws are 
used to install a variety of 
different components that do not 
require the head to countersink. 
The type 17 auger point versions 
were developed primarily to 
install compact hinges to the 
edge of hardwood face frames.



Hardware Screws - Hinge Screws, Edge Screws and Machine Screws

The slotted truss head machine screws are
designed for pulls, knobs, handles and other
types of hardware attachments. 

Knobscrews are designed for attaching 
wooden knobs that do not include 
threaded inserts. 

With the type 17 auger point, these
edge screws are used primarily for 
attaching compact hinges and 
other common hardware to the 
edge of hardwoods.



Drive Bits
D

rive Bits

Made from V5 alloy steel, our
new line of impact bits last 30-50% 
longer than standard drive bits. 
These bits were designed to take 
the pounding of the impact drive 
tools on the market today; the 
strongest, toughest and most wear
resistant bits available.



Drive Bits



Magnetic Bit Holders and Accessories 
M

agnetic Bit H
olders and A

ccessories

Our quick release and super magnetic
combination bit holder. The high-powered 
magnet holds screws so they won’t fall off
while driving. The quick release feature locks
bits in place.  



Specialty Products

Use with 10-32 machine thread. Used for attaching sinks to countertops.

Used with corian sink clips and machine screws.
Used with sink clips for attaching to corian sinks.

S
screws in place while eliminating wobbling and slipping.



About Us

Quickscrews International Corporation is one of the last remaining full line suppliers of 
professional woodworking screws, bits & bit holders. Established in 1987, our company 
is best known for innovation and creativity in bringing solutions to the Furniture 
Manufacturers, Cabinetmakers and Woodworkers industries. Throughout the years, 
technology and new equipment has changed the way woodworking professionals and 
hobbyists do business. With these types of changes come new problems. We have 
constantly introduced innovative, problem solving products to keep up with these 
changes. Over the past two decades, Quickscrews has introduced five new screw designs 
that vastly improved the industry at large. Primarily focused on carrying the broadest 
line of fasteners possible, Quickscrews has grown to carrying over 900 different 
woodworking and furniture screws to choose from. The largest and most complete line 
in the industry allows customers to choose the best product for their application. 

Quickscrews’ Online Store uses state of the art technology to provide their customers 
with the most current information regarding product and pricing on over 2,200 items. 
Tens of thousands of customers have visited and purchased directly from our store. 
We have customers who represent every state in the USA. Thank you for your continued 
loyalty. We have upgraded our abilities and are now shipping all orders within one day 
of receipt. Both warehouses, which are strategically located in Livermore, California and 
Rock Hill, South Carolina, allow quick delivery to anywhere in the USA.
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The Woodworking Experts


